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make a video for oneself 
and feel joy.
Can you convey the precious moment in the picture with a deeper touch?

Is there any video that anyone can produce without being an expert?

I wanted to share a moving moment.

Experience a movie-like video that anyone can make through a film maker.

CEO.  DongHak Kim / Young Jae Lee



FeelMaker

self mobile invitationwedding opening movie

thanks movie

love letter movie 
baby movie

studio & frame &album

Optimized for each of our targets and needs.

Project planning and new It's born.

With a state-of-the-art self-imaging system that can be 
produced in just 15 minutes, we put importance on customer 
satisfaction and convenience.



people who make the FEELMAKER special
[ Brief Company Organization Charts ]

CEO

Start-up date

office workers

adress

Kim DongHak , Lee youngJae

2012. 04. 11

24 people

Gunpo City, Gyeonggi-do, Korea 1142-1

1522-0508   https://feelmaker.co.kr  kdh@feelcorp.co.kr

maker team

develope movie team

photography team

movie team 

design team

feelframe team

develope team

planning team

CS team 

design1 team

design2 team

web designer

window Server

Linux Server

mobile content

planning project

app develope



History

FEELMAKER = 
STORY OF US

2012.04  start up

2014.01  changed company name "feelcommunity"

2014.05  Audi Korea, Financial /  Partnering with 14 other locations 

2015.01  KEPCO KPS Advertising Photography & mou

2016.01  developed self mobile invitation solution

2016.05  Photomon / Bookie Card / Chorong Bulk Card / Jumbo Card / Alliance Progress

2017.01  Obtain patent rights for self-manufacturing system 

2018.02  Partnering for All Affiliates of Barun Company / developed feelmaker solution

2018.08  Launch Overseas Business / Japanese business materials registration

2018.09  World's first html5 type smartphone and PC self making movie soloution developed



SelfMake

mobile Invitation 

SelfMake

movie 
templet 

Brand value UP

+
Customer 

convenience UP

Increase your brand loyalty and customer satisfaction with Feelmaker solutions.

Propose

maker01
밑줄



It is drawing attention as a changed 
self image production solution.

For the first time, I thought that automated self-production would not be 

convenient for customers or affiliates. But now, anytime, anywhere, 

smartphone and PC can be produced with a feelmaker can quickly and 

easily create video and mobile invitations.

Reseller feelmaker
customerdata send

modifications send

Resource guide

CS content send
Customer Data send

Customer Modifications send

movie file send

CS

Professional designer production method

Reseller feelmaker

customer
CS

CS

Solution Rental service
site URL send

self make / self 
modification movie and 

download

New automation approach



5 STEP MAKER

STEP.01

INFORMATION

Write the necessary information for the 

video.

For the wedding video, write the name 

of the bride and groom and the date of 

the event.

For a video letter, you can write the 

name of the boyfriend or girlfriend and 

the date of the event.



5 STEP MAKER

STEP.02

INPUT DATA

Upload photos and videos.

You can upload multiple files at once, 

so there is no hassle.

In addition, you can easily move the 

data on the desktop by dragging.



5 STEP MAKER

STEP.03

EDITER

You can check the scene that changes 

in real time and you can check the 

section where the actual picture fits in 

the video form. The uploaded video 

can also be easily selected and 

inserted into the actual video.

Cut / zoom / zoom / rotate etc 

Shortcuts are also available to help you 

work quickly.



5 STEP MAKER

STEP.04

EDITOR TEXT

You can change the text that actually 

fits into the video..



5 STEP MAKER

STEP.05

END MAKER

After the change of text is completed, it 

indicates the QUESTION of whether to 

make the final video. When the 

customer clicks the output button, the 

video will be produced within 10-50 

minutes and the completion letter will be 

sent to the customer.

PC / MOBIEL 100% Support



new approach

Perfect Solution
FEELMAKER

LOW PRICE

You can produce video at a lower price.

Since it is not based on FLASH PLAYER used by other companies, it can be produced on mobile devices.

You can make and edit your own video, and party planners can easily give it to customers after making it for 

service.Production time is made within 1 hour after uploading the photo and can be easily re-edited.

FREE INVITATION

By providing a free mobile invitation service, we will increase the value and convenience of affiliates as well 

as video. All this is free.



Systematic manager 
system
All employees easily and conveniently

You can check the settlement and customer DB through 

the management system.



v

The beginning of a relationship that adds value .FEELMAKER

We are thinking about the future with our FEELMAKER partners.

Customer satisfaction is our top priority.

Adapt quickly to the changing imaging industry

Feelmaker is the place where high quality video is produced.

Through various experiences of partnership

What your customers need most,

What you need to maintain a friendly relationship

I know it correctly , Convenient service

Has a professional work consciousness

Based on this background, we suggest business partners to you.

May your friendly partnership with your company

I sincerely wish you.

ㅍㅍ



Thank you FEELCORP

https://feelmaker.co.kr

https://feelmaker.co.kr
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